
 
 

 
 

Arts engagement with young people 
Practicing in a lockdown  
 

The team at Theatre 31 consists of enthusiastic and ambitious professionals who 
are constantly exploring new ways to work and co-create with young people. 
We enjoy discovering affective new tools and frameworks to work with, as we 
endeavour to re-write our practices in an everchanging landscape.  
 
We love to share ideas and findings and believe a time such as this is a great 
opportunity for the arts world to co-collaborate and talk to each other. Here are 
some discoveries we have made.  
 

• We are having to adapt practices around what young people can digest, with regards to 
resources and time. Not every young person who is being forced to learn and have fun in a 
home environment is necessarily in charge of their time and space. This is something has 
facilitators at T31 we have had to respond to. Often trying things out, constantly evaluating, 
and often, going back and trying again with a different approach.  

 

• We are discovering that by creating purpose-made digital work, as opposed to trying to 
directly adapt all our practices to digital versions is a more effective way to engage young 
people.  

 

• Being aware that young people are currently having to learn online, as well as socialising 
online, so all their time is being spent via screen (just as it is for adults). Zoom is not for 
everyone and can be exhausting. We are discovering new ways to utilise this, whereby it can 
be an effective, attractive, and fun opportunity.  For example: framing the work as a new form 
of creativity – so not making theatre in a zoom but making ‘zoom theatre’.  

 

• Although so much of young people’s interaction is on social media and through online 
engagement (gaming etc) this does not necessarily mean that they want to engage with 
everything online! We have found stripping practices back to basics has been an enriching and 
fulfilling approach, for example delivering packs and parcels in the post, or by specialised door 
visits (all practices Covid-19 compliant and within UK Government guidelines). These 
‘happenings’ can bring about elements of surprise and magic.  

 

• The mental health of young people is a great concern currently and consistent lockdown 

situations has meant that their desire to create and confidence to engage in artistic 

programmes is subsequently deteriorating. We have discovered when able to crack the 

barriers and make small break throughs feedback is generally that creative engagement has 

bettered mental health and brought about a ‘feel good factor’.   

 
Want to join our conversation? Please say hello and drop us a line! 
 
jemma@icontheatre.org.uk 
@theatre21_ 
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